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Jonty Skinner Acceptance Speech 2017
When I was 5 years old I tried my Superman impression by jumping off the garage roof and as luck would have it, I
broke both bones in my left arm. The doctor recommended that I start swimming to help with the recovery process
and that simple flight of fantasy put me in the path of where I am today. There are so many people who have helped
my direction in this sport, and like all coaches I lived off the back of others as I developed my understanding of
swimming. I started as the assistant coach with Coach Don Garnbril, and he instilled me the foundations of what is
expected of being a coach. In my first stop as a head club coach I worked with 2 other coaches who had a huge
impact in my direction. I was always interested in science, but the two years I spent working with Dave Auchard and
Torsten Buhre laid the groundwork to explore that path to the nth degree. In the early 90’s I met Bill Boomer and that
changed how I saw athletes in the water. I consider myself a “Boomerite” and I am extremely thankful that I crossed
his path. I spent years trying to catch up with him and this sport will lose a major icon when he leaves us. Those of
you who remember Richard Quick will know that great smile and laugh of his. He was always great to share ideas
with since they really energized him and he showed me that it was OK to explore out of the box ideas with elite
athletes. However, that whole bat guano droppings from a cave in eastern Transylvania thing was maybe a little
over the pale, but he was never shy about exploring stuff and was always open to new ideas.
I will always be grateful that Dennis hired me in the mid 90’s to be the Resident Team coach since even though it
was a political nightmare, it put me in an environment where I could truly chase my love of science in this sport.
Bottom line with me is that I have always been an explorer. I’ve never shied away from trying new things or
concepts, and I love the energy I get from finding new elements that help swimmers see and feel what they do. I
spent 12 years away from deck coaching before I stepped back in 5 years ago and I’ve been loving every minute of
it ever since. I’m having so much fun doing this that I should be paying someone for that experience. My current
passion is that I’ve been exploring neuroscience since the early 2000’s and try to make training sessions a constant
source of thinking and engagement. In my mind I want swimmers to understand how the brain’s hardware manages
racing, and how they have to spend every day developing the software to make that happen. I’m constantly coming
up with crazy drills that don’t always work, but in asking my kids to try them, something good always comes out of
that effort. I find the Internet an amazing source for new ideas and take the time to watch other coaches do things
because it always instills new thoughts in me. The nuttiest thing I ever did was taping a wad of strings onto a young
lad so that he could feel the wash of the water as the strings flowed back and forth across his skin. Great idea
problem was I used duct tape to put stick the strings onto his body. Took the tape off sometime later and prayed his
mom didn’t see the welts the tape left on his body when he got home that night. So next up I used a British National
Team breaststroker. I solved the tape issue, and taped a large wad of strings on his pee muscle. Problem was all the
hooting and hollering from his buddies in the pool. Unfortunately the tape job sort resembled tipple tassels and it
blew any chance I had of him actually thinking about flow versus the embarrassment of swimming decked out like
that. Had to scratch that one. So I love to instill in my athletes the need to use their brains in every practice and I
think we both feed off that same exploration/discovery type of energy. If they come up with a new drill that we adopt
in the group then they get to name the drill. This keeps them thinking and exploring and constantly coming up with
new ideas of their own.
I’ll finish with two final thoughts.
I have to thank my wife CA for really unleashing me these last 5 years. She’s a huge supporter and is totally
OK with my nuttiness at home. It’s not often you can be in the middle of a candlelight dinner with your significant
other and in a long pause get asked that dangerous question. “What are you thinking about?” In most cases we’re
scrambling to come up with something significant about the relationship, but in my case I can simply say I’m trying to
solve Peggy Sue’s problem. In most cases mention something other than your wife and you’re in trouble … mention
another female and you better be reaching for the Kevlar. In Carol Ann’s case she jumps in and changes gears with
me as we sort out what might be done. It really releases me knowing that’s OK and I’m free to let my mind wander
as it loves to do.
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Coach Bob Mattson
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2017 Fitter and Faster Age Group Coach of the Year – Rob Norman

The Fitter and Faster ASCA Age Group Coach of the Year Rob Norman of TAC Titans, second from left, with Fitter
and Faster CEO David Arluck and staff.
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2017 George Haines ASCA Coach of the Year

Ray Looze, Indiana University
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ASCA 2017 Coach of Year Finalists
Coach

Swimmer

Event

Time

Result

Points

Jack Bauerle

Chase Kalisz

2001M

.1:55.56

Gold

960

4001M

.4:05.90

Gold

975

100 Breast

.1:04.13

Gold-WR

1010

50 Breast

.29.40

Gold-WR

1008

400 M.R.

.3:51.55

Gold-WR

1006

400 Mix M.R.

.3:38.56

Gold-WR

NA

Blake Pieroni

400 F.R.

.3:10.06

Gold

971

Zane Grothe

800 F.R.

.7:03.18

Bronze

967

800 F.R.

.7:03.18

Bronze

967

400 Free

.3:58.34

Gold

976

1500 Free

15.31:82 Gold

979

200 Free

.1:55.18

Silver

943

800 Free

.8:12.07

Gold

952

400 FR.

.3.38.56

Gold-AR

984

Simone Manuel 800 F.R.

.7:43.39

Gold

991

100 Free

.52:27

Gold-AR

987

50 Free

.23:97

Bronze-AR 970

400 F.R.

.3:58.34

Gold-AR

984

400 M.R.

.3:51.55

Gold-WR

1006

MixM.R.

.3:38.56

Gold-WR

NA

MixF.R.

.3:19.60

Gold-WR

NA

100 Free

.47:17

Gold-AR

983

50 Free

.21.15

Gold-AR

966

100 Fly

.49.86

Gold-AR

997

400 F.R.

.3:10.06

Gold

971

400 M.R.

.3:27.91

Gold

990

MixM.R.

.3:38.56

Gold-WR

NA

Ray Looze

Greg Meehan

Gregg Troy

Lilly King

Katie Ledecky

Caeleb Dressel

Mix F.R.

.3:19.60

Gold-WR

NA
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Explore/Exploit: Using the Time from Swim Meet to Swim Meet
by Coach Bill Aden
September 2017
ASCA World Clinic
I’m going to come at my topic a little sideways again today. It’ll be about 10 minutes before I hit the nail
on the head. I hope you’ll go with me here at the start. It’s leading somewhere.
I recently heard someone interviewed—not a swim coach, she was a cartoonist, who draws and writes
these clever one-box cartoons for magazines. She said something that struck a familiar chord with me;
it immediately felt relatable to something in my experience coaching. She was talking about how she
liked to ride the train, without destination but just to people-watch, and where the people didn’t bother
her. She said, “I think it’s good for me because I can’t produce a finished work there. It forces me to just
think and play.”
I understood that. If you find yourself in a situation that prompts a lot of thoughts but where
commitment of any idea is deferred, that can be very conducive to good thinking. As coaches, we look
with better eyes when our ideas about what we see haven’t been given final form yet and are allowed to
be malleable, to continue adapting to the things we are shown. When we believe a new idea that has
come to us is a good one it’s only natural we should want to jot it down and not lose it—I certainly do.
But I often feel later that I understood it better when I was just holding it in mind, still watching my
swimmers—when the idea was still ‘in play’—than when I committed it to words on a page. I had the
best grasp of it while I kept it open to amendment and merely tried using it to make sense of what I
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saw, not yet as an instruction to enforce a way of swimming. I’m sure we must get to more precise
instructions, better ones, when they are made to undergo a longer trial.
The cartoonist found a space that prompted her thoughts and gave them room to move in. Time can be
like that, too. It doesn’t feel the same all of the time. It has its spaces—some narrow, other times, with
nothing impending, it feels like an ocean stretching away to infinity on all sides. And we may carry on
differently in our work standing at different distances from an end of time allotted to us. (I’m getting
close now to my theme.) We say “time is precious” and mean: because it’s running out. Everyone feels
the truth of this, but what I want to say to you today, in part, is that time is also precious in its plenty, no
less than when it’s swirling round the drain—for what it gives us the space to do. I want to talk about
using the time from meet to meet.
This division in my title between exploring and exploiting is a bit too neat, but it’s still interesting and
instructive to think in these terms about what we do in daily practice. They describe two different
modes we operate in as coaches, depending largely on how pressing or ample the time feels before
our swimmers will perform again. Let me try and get you oriented to the idea by drawing several direct
contrasts:
EXPLOIT When time horizons are short, we exploit known goods for sure-thing benefits. Two days out
from the meet, if I haven’t already, I zero-in on things that I’m positive will get useful results. I’m not
swinging for the fences with a new bat at that point, just hitting solid singles and doubles with the one I
know works.
EXPLORE Farther out from the next meet we go exploring—looking for we-don’t-know-what, but with
an intuition there may be new good things somewhere we haven’t looked before.
EXPLOIT We’re led by definite ideas of the benefits we seek.
EXPLORE We can be surprised, when benefits come, by what they are.
EXPLOIT We go after them very efficiently, but with narrow, fixed ideas of what constitutes a benefit.
EXPLORE Our eyes are wide open to non-conforming good things. We’re much more apt to recognize
their value. And we’re more tolerant of messiness in the search. I’ve often noticed that people who do
very good work—all sorts of work—aren’t always doing things in very efficient ways. Some of the ways
good work is produced are conspicuously inefficient. Don’t go looking to burden yourself or take too
much time with things! But recognize when there is real value in a process that’s labor-intensive or
time-consuming, and find or create opportunities to do it. You’re not going to want to do this when time
is short. Do it when the next meet isn’t bearing down on you.
EXPLOIT We look at our swimmers as though with a checklist. The criteria for success are set. We’re
looking for their fulfillment.
EXPLORE We look at them with nothing on the tip of our tongue.
EXPLOIT To complete the task of ‘getting ready’, we prioritize our notice. We go in with planned
attention—and it’s very effective.
EXPLORE To gain new insights we leave our attention unassigned. We let things ‘jump out at us’—the
merits and faults of their swimming while it undergoes the test of function: Does it keep them going
forward? At a smooth velocity? Does it conduct energy from cycle to cycle? Do they appear to ‘hold’ the
water? Are they keeping out of their own way? We find out, by looking, what are the salient features of
their stroke when it performs well. And when I have given a swimmer some clear, specific instruction,
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even then I try to drop the thought of it from my own mind as I watch them swim and just see whether it
pleases my eye. That way, I might have something to say next that takes us further than just, “yes, you
did what I asked.” Maybe I can point out how that good thing leads to and cooperates with another. But
I’ve got to see that myself.
Now, for this last contrast I’m going to reverse the order:
EXPLORE You’re loose-minded, very receptive to the moment’s impressions. When new possibilities
suggest themselves—answers to problems, ways to address things—you’re more apt to notice.
EXPLOIT It’s of higher value for you and your swimmers, when the time gets short, to get clear
between you on the way in which you’re thinking of things—the strokes, and other elements of what
they’re going to do—rather than continuing to explore. You want to bring to the meet a community of
understanding: When we’re doing breaststroke or doing a flipturn, this is how we’re thinking of it.
Shared ideas are the most useful thing you and your swimmers can bring to the meet.
. . .So each mode yields benefits: when we’re exploring, looking for new insights, and when we exploit
what we already know works. Good things can come of each. But here’s a funny thing. I think the
coaches with the least amount of acquired knowledge and expertise to exploit are apt to be the ones
most often operating in that mode—pressing hard for accomplishment of what they already know
works, and by the ways they already know to get there. Coaches of long experience, good ones, who
have gained a lot of knowledge and expertise, mostly get better at the exploring, and do it more. With
experience you gain the confidence to hold your plan more loosely. You recognize and apply things
learned in the execution of it more immediately. You revise as you go. En route, you can steer things to
better outcomes.
We’re always saying what we see, but what we see can be different depending on our frame of mind.
There are the ideas we bring with us, and then there are those the experience gives rise to. When we’re
exploiting what we already know, everything we look at readily conforms to ideas that we’ve brought
with us. We’re “getting a lot done,” and often go home that day with a feeling of accomplishment. When
we are of a mind to explore as we watch our swimmers and work with them, many more ideas come to
us that the experience gives rise to. This is fun—sheer fun. And more expression of it probably played
on your face that day. Your swimmers went home knowing that you like your job.
Now, I said earlier that this distinction is too neat: explore/exploit. Good coaches are often doing some
of each, shuttling between. They can be spontaneous: they have a plan, but it doesn’t defeat
inspirations of the moment. They can get both kinds of benefit on the same day.
There are three particular times that I think deserve a little special attention.
1. My title refers to the time from meet to meet, but there is of course one time in every season when
you’re not between meets, you’re before the first one. This is an opportunity not to be missed. With a
season underway and between the meets, I think we mostly make cumulative, ad hoc reforms to their
swimming, each one addressing a particular problem or improving upon demonstrated shortcomings.
The start of the season is our chance to remake their strokes comprehensively, more systematically.
Even when they were good already by and large, this is valuable. It’s the chance to do our first things
over again, to plant things you will want to grow later—awarenesses that subsequent instruction is
going to make use of. As in billiards they consider two or three shots ahead and ‘put a little English on
it’ when they make the present one.
e.g.—Fl
1) "Bump-Trap"
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2) "You breathe when you bump"
You’re equipping for later development in a course of instruction.
And for the swimmers, the start of a new season is a chance to make a clean break with past practice
where any bad habits had crept in. Take advantage. Talk with your swimmers the first day about the
value of letting themselves be, in their own minds, a beginner again—just one that’s ready to progress
fast. Every so often a swimmer in a higher group on our team will have a conflict with practice time
and, instead of missing the day, will ask to come to an earlier, more novice group’s practice. I’ve
noticed more than once or twice how that swimmer will then have a breakthrough performance at the
next meet in whatever we worked on with the Guppies or Minnows that day she visited. What was
needed, instead of one more big set, was a review and some kind of correction of something more
basic to the stroke than she was ever going over in her own group’s practice. The start of the season
should be like that at all levels.
2. After a high-level meet, where maybe just a select number of your own swimmers were in
attendance and then you’re returning to regular practice and the whole team—this is another special
opportunity. In our own LSC, I come back from JO’s and Far Westerns full of ideas, ambition and high
hopes. Strong impressions of good strokes are fresh in my eyes: for 3 or 4 or 5 days, I’ve just watched
their virtues proven all over again. Mostly it has confirmed what I already thought and taught, but
seeing it again always puts new conviction behind my teaching. I’m sure it must come across to my
swimmers—that I am convinced of what I’m teaching them—because it doesn’t merely refer back to the
last time I said it, but directly to the proof. These are the times when we’re not just regurgitating what
we say, we’re preachin’ it. It isn’t rote. I think we do better then. We make more progress. And even
when what I am seeing at these high-level meets doesn’t argue with what I already thought, often I’ll
see something in a fresh way, or see some important new place for emphasis, and that’s what has me
most excited coming back to practice and to the whole team—besides the new idea itself, knowing the
stimulation it will be to their mental performance, how arousing it is to the attention to be taken over new
material and not just treading again in the footprints of where you’ve walked a hundred times before.
3. The morning of a meet is yet another opportunity to make good things happen, but it presents
challenges. Warm-up should shore up your swimmers’ confidence. It should actually make them feel
prepared for what they’re going to do that day. But it threatens to do the opposite, to destroy what
confidence they had by placing them in an unfamiliar, crowded environment for what is essentially their
last practice before performing. It’s no small challenge for us as age-group coaches to find ways to
counteract this eleventh-hour bad influence on their swimming, until experience puts them past it. It’s
always good to give advance thought to what you’ll have them do in warm up, and then get them ready
to do those things well. For example, particular drills that relate to events they’ll swim that day. If all the
10+unders are doing a 50 Fl on Saturday, you can be sure we’ve spent time in practice that prior week
getting everybody looking really sharp at single-arm butterfly, and well provided with good thoughts to
guide them. It will figure prominently in their warm-up. Other elements of the warm-up we practice a lot
include how to leave the wall, a block start to the breakout, backstroke to a flip. And I talk to them
beforehand about doing things well in a crowd. Even when we gather at, let’s say, 7:45, to discuss the
warm-up for that day, right there I try to lay advance claim to their attention in the water—put it on
something helpful. It often has to do with leaving the wall, and good features of their posture and
streamline off the wall—exactly where they’re most likely to be distracted from their better ways by
some worry about the environment they’re in. And often I’ll make the point in some way that’s not
already familiar to them, and exploit the special stimulation of the new. They can’t dismiss it from their
active attention, thinking, “I know this. I’ve heard these phrases before.” They can’t tune you out, and
they’re much more likely to be attentive to something correct while swimming when it’s something that’s
just made a first landing on the surface of their brains.
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Let me finish with an idea you might want to talk with your swimmers about at the start of a season, and
get their ‘buy-in’. It sets aside my explore/exploit theme, but for using the time from meet to meet it’s
right on point.
When they race at a meet, they want to do their utmost. We want them to do their utmost. But if what
comes out when they do makes you want to avert your eyes, if it doesn’t function well—doesn’t keep
them going forward, at a smooth velocity, doesn’t conduct energy from cycle to cycle, if they’re not
holding the water, not keeping out of their own way—then their efforts are squandered, and there’s little
hope for measurable progress, let alone looking good.
To make yourself a better swimmer you have to spend some real time paying close attention to things
while swimming. But at the meet it’s too late to start doing this. It will defeat your purpose to go fast
because attention and exertion interfere with each other. They’re like two characters that never appear
on stage together at the same time, and finally you realize, they can’t: it’s one actor playing them both.
Your energy is that actor. A demand on your attention and the demand for physical exertion both draw
on this one resource, and they will rob from each other to have it, depleting the other.
The time to give the lion’s share of your energy to the mental effort of attention is back in practice—
even if it feels like that shaves a fraction off your utmost. Be doing it well in advance of the next meet,
do it every day, and that fraction will grow less, become negligible, and then nothing at all. That’s when
you’ve actually acquired some expertise—you’re an expert now!—and you can really show it off. You’ll
do it at the meet.
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Reflections from the Pool on ISHOF Coach Dick Jochums
by Steve Furniss
Reflections from the pool on ISHOF Coach Dick Jochums
As we approach Dick Jochums long overdue induction into the International Swimming Hall of Fame,
probably as much has been said about his personality and strength of opinion as has been written
about his extraordinary coaching career. Certainly his candor, often expressed without filters, made it
easy for large parts of the swimming establishment to not like him. And yes, Dick often steeped his
swimmers in his “it’s our way vs. their way” mentality, but at the core, it was not about him convincing
others he was right, but rather his athletes believing his path was right and validating it.
Most people simply categorized Dick based on the unabashed candor with which he openly expressed
his many opinions on just about everything that he was knowledgeable about: coaching, philosophy,
history, training techniques and what makes athletes tick. To cast him in a certain light is
understandable, because that is what they knew of the man, but for us that swam for him there is a
different persona that has often been overshadowed by those who judged him by his opinions. Though
the passage of time often changes how we view people and view past events, for me it has only led to
a greater clarity about Dick’s accomplishments and what he imparted to his athletes, not only in the
pool, but more importantly in life.
My brothers and I were fortunate to have had stints with some of the very best coaches in our sport
over the past 50 years; Jon Urbanchek (when we were age groupers and Bruce at the end of his
career), Tom DeLong (high school), Ralph “Flip” Darr (Huntington Beach AC), Peter Daland (USC), and
Dick Jochums (Long Beach Swim Club). Each imparted something that made us better and stronger
people as well as a lifetime connection with our sport through shared experiences.
When I think about Dick, I always connect him to my father. Though many athletes, parents and even
other coaches were often uncomfortable when confronting Dick on an issue, we were not put off by his
candor and sometimes confrontational style. We were used to our father, who was comfortable
confronting problems and did so in a direct manner. When a problem did arise, especially if it involved
one of his athletes, Dick often said things that others were often unwilling to express.
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The fact that I had Dick as a coach at the end of my career afforded me a more mature perspective and
allowed me to see past his projected demeanor of the tough, “let’s go mano to mano and see who is
right” guy. He was easy to label for most, but those of us that really knew him from “truth moments”
realized that he was considerably more complex and caring than he outwardly projected himself to be.
He was more likely to feel deep emotion than we were, but often expressed his emotion in ways we did
not always understand, at least not initially. A good example was that Dick did not like his authority
challenged, yet to get the best from us, he routinely encouraged us to meet his challenges whether they
be in the pool or verbally. It was part of his give or take, though it is important to understand that in
Dick’s world the further a society or group drifts from truth, the more it dislikes those who speak it. Dick,
right or wrong, regularly spoke the truth from his perspective. We used to call it, “the world according to
Dick”.
But how does an athlete really come to know any coach? Having a relationship with your coach is a
natural byproduct of having spent a significant amounts of time together pursuing the same objectives,
but truly knowing one another involves a level of shared emotional intimacy and the bonds of intimacy
are forged more often during times of disappointment and duress than they are during times of
achievement and exhilaration. Swimming is not a journey we take alone, but rather we take with others
as it allows us to share the mental and emotional demands placed on us. We all, to varying degrees,
place our dreams of what we want to achieve under a coach’s guidance since we are taught from an
early age that if we work hard at something long enough and make all necessary sacrifices we will
achieve our goals. However, as we grow older we come to understand that this is not actually true as
merely working hard at something does not ensure that we will attain our ultimate goals. Coaches, in
one sense, are the essential facilitators who, along with parents and siblings, help us with the process
of trying to reach our “desired” destinations, but as with the pursuit of any worthwhile goal in life, there
are moments where we question ourselves as to whether the sacrifices are worth it. Doubt,
disappointment and failure are all essential siblings in the “process” of achieving something worthwhile.
It was Dick who regularly reinforced the harsh lesson that “life is not fair, get used to it”.
One of Dick’s greatest gifts to his athletes was that he found a way to challenge you in some way
virtually every day. He found goals that were achievable, but not always attainable, and set you on the
path of trying to reach them. Perhaps it was his way of seeing if you could pass his personal test. For
Dick it was the struggle that counted and defined you, not the outcome. It was we, his athletes, who
defined ourselves by results much more than he ever did. He defined you by your character and your
warrior ethos. It was he that knew when you had quit on yourself and it was he who made you “man-up”
and face your demons. I akin them to “truth moments” because often your inner frailty was laid bare and
above all he demanded self-honesty. He made you ask yourself countless times, “Did you face the truth
on that effort?” We did not have the maturity or the perspective to understand that what he was
imparting to us would be a far greater gift in life than anything we achieved in the pool. That realization
would only come much later long after our days in the pool were behind us.
It was in those moments, most often at practice, where the world narrowed and it was just you and Dick
locked in a mental confrontation over whether you would succumb to yourself on that test. It was like no
one else existed in that brief moment, just him telling you what you did not want to hear: the truth. It was
his way of preparing you and in those moments he used every tool at his disposal, but it was his candor
and honesty that reached inside the most. He helped us learn about ourselves and how to confront the
pain and the fear by understanding what was truly important was learned from the journey, not the
outcome. Dick encouraged us to live by the warrior ethos of the ancient Greeks who believed that you
either come home carrying your shield or on it!I can thank him for many things achieved under his
tutelage (WR’s, AR’s and helping get me to a second Olympics), but there was one aspect of what he
imparted that I have utilized throughout my life. To this day, I love the man for helping me to understand
that my biggest competitor was never in the next lane, but always in my lane. Such a gift!With love,
appreciation and thanks for all he imparted.
Steve Furniss
Long Beach Swim Club circa 1974-76
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ASCA CLINIC SCHEDULE

USA-S Regional – Rochester, MN

Level 3: Physiology School

October 6 – 10, 2017

Sunday – October 15, 2017

ASCA Midwest High School &
Club Coaches Clinic

USA-S Regional – Pittsburgh,
PA

October 22-23, 2016 – Postponed Until Oct. 2018

October 12 – 16, 2017

Clinic for Coaches of 10 and Unders

ASCA Brasil – Rio

November 10 – 12, 2017

November 2-5, 2017

2018 ASCA Legends of Texas

ASCA WORLD CLINIC 2018

April 5 – 8, 2018

September 4-9, 2018
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Lets Make Sure Everyone Can Do…
by Don Swartz
Most coaches seem to have a formula; you know, a way to get everyone into shape so that each
swimmer can do the work required to be great…or at least some version of great.
The question still remains, what if everyone is different? How do we then approach our developmental
paradigms? Take breaststroke for instance. It has so many various ways that it is nearly impossible to
have everyone swim it the same way. Certainly there are some basic “musts” but beyond that the wise
coach figures out how to take what the swimmer has and work with that.
Same with conditioning; if your race takes 2 minutes then you need to get in good enough “shape” to be
able to deliver the goods for the entire 2 minutes, without a smidgen of let up. Then you need to get
control over your brain’s desire to keep you from killing yourself. It wants you to ease up a bit, here and
there. You need to control those very real, very natural responses…for the last parts (different amount
of time for each swimmer) of those 2 minutes.
When we saw the image below it resonated with us. Perhaps it will for you as well. Have a great
workout, a bunch of them, this week!
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Four Great Thoughts for the Day
“From Forbes Carlile, in 1953, we learn that the bread and butter of training is long, easy
swimming at low heart rates…analogous to walking in daily life. Forbes also wrote that
RACE PACE, combined with the easy swimming above, plus broken swims, race
distance efforts, (80-90% range) and sprinting (25-50 yards all out) are also necessary
parts of a complete training program. However, roughly 5% of the total training must be
in the “basic” range as noted above.”
The great sprinter, like Biondi or Popov, will benefit from the long easy swims to refine
the technique and “groove” the nervous system to the correct stoke pattern..lF the
correct stroke pattern is used throughout the easy swims.
Nort Thornton
World Clinic 2000 –
“Australian Long, Effortless and Effective Training System”

“I think the bread and butter drill for fly is one arm fly. It’s all about timing….hand enters
as the hips go up. You can place the other (non-working) arm at the side and that allows
you to press your chest further and the hips come up easier. OR, you can put the nonworking arm out front and that suppresses the chest press and flattens the stroke
somewhat for greater speed. Both are good positions, maybe the arm at the side to
teach early in their career, and later, arm out front for speed.”
Coach Dick Hannula
World Clinic 2000 – “Teaching Butterfly”

“Remember Friends, skills development is permanent and training is temporary.
Keeping that in mind will make you a successful High School Swimming Coach.”
Coach Art Aungst
World Clinic 2000 – “How to Be An Effective High School Coach”

“Power work- preceeding a quality practice at night. Swimming against a stretch cord,
scuba belt swimming, kicking with or without fins or shoes, swimming with big paddles
or fins…Anything where you are overloading them. Do that in the AM, then come back
with a quality set at night. Some physiologists will tell you not to do that, because you
are “depleting their anaerobic energy system” int the AM. Well, OK, but physiologists
don’t train athletes, coaches do. And I say that it’s like putting that weighted donut on
and swinging the baseball bat…man, when the donut comes off, the bat moves so much
faster because of the overload.”
Coach Paul Bergen
World Clinic 2000
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Did You Miss The 2017 ASCA
World Clinic? Here’s How You
Can Hear The Talks!
“Reese Keynote Address: Coach Chuck Warner Interviews”
“Eddie Reese on the Past, Present and Future of Swimming”
Eddie Reese is a 5 time ASCA Coach of the Year as well as a 2003 ASCA
Hall of Fame inductee. Reese has driven the University of Texas Men’s
Swim and Dive team to 13 NCAA Team Championships, while winning
the conference for 37 years in a row, and has been named the NCAA
Coach of the Year 8 times. Reese has also served as an Olympic coach,
as head in 2004 and 2008 and assistant in 1992, 1996, 2000, and 2012.
In his interview, conducted by Coach Chuck Warner, on the sport from the
2017 ASCA World Clinic “Keynote Address: Coach Chuck Warner
Interviews Eddie Reese on the Past, Present and Future of Swimming”
Reese shares his wisdom gained from an extensive coaching career.
Video: $15.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/online_education/video_courses/2017asca-world-clinic-keynote-address-eddie-reese-the-past-present-andfuture-of-swimming/
Audio: $3.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/audio/2017-world-clinic-keynoteaddress-chuck-warner-interviews-eddie-reese-the-past-present-andfuture-of-swimming/

Braden Holloway – “Ideas for Swimming Fast”
In six seasons at NC State, Braden Holloway’s tenure has been full of
success. Overall, Holloway has captured the 2013, 15, 16 and 17 Atlantic
Coast Conference (ACC) Men’s Coach of the Year honors as well as the
2017 ACC Women’s Coach of the Year honor, coached 194 All-ACC
performances, 193 All-America performances, 30 ACC Individual
Champions and 28 ACC Relay Champions. Listen to his talk on “Ideas for
Swimming Fast” as presented at the 2017 ASCA World Clinic. Holloway
educates the viewers on unique training tips, techniques, and drills which
can maximize swimmers’performances.
Audio: $3.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/audio/2017-world-clinic-audio-ideas-forswimming-fast-braden-holloway/
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Ray Looze “Breaststroke Technique”
Ray Looze, 2017 ASCA Coach of the Year, has achieved unparalleled success
both as a coach and world-class swimmer. He is the coach of 2016 USA Olympic
Gold Medalist Lilly King and Bronze Medalist Cody Miller from the most recent Rio
Olympic Games and in 2017, Looze was became the first swimming coach in
league history to repeat as both men’s and women’s Big Ten Swimming Coach of
the Year. Looze’s talk “Breaststroke Technique” which he presented at the 2017
ASCA World Clinic shows his expertise and gifts information on breaststroke
technique on which every coach and swimmer should be educated. His talk gives
the viewer instructions for how to improve speed, power, motor memory, breath
control, and bio-mechanics necessary to achieve best times.
Audio: $3.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/audio/2017-world-clinic-audio-breaststroketraining-ray-looze/

Ray Looze “Breaststroke Training”
Ray Looze, 2017 ASCA Coach of the Year and the first swimming coach in league
history to repeat as both men’s and women’s Big Ten Swimming Coach of the
Year, has achieved unparalleled success as both a coach and world-class
swimmer. He was named to Team USA’s coaching staff for the 2016 Summer
Olympics after 3 IU swimmers made the squad, while 4 of his other swimmers
qualified for the Olympics. His expertise, which he presents to coaches in his 2017
ASCA World Clinic presentation “Breaststroke Training”, is extensive and effective.
His training tips and techniques given in this talk are some of the training methods
he used with Lilly King (2016 Olympic Gold Medalist) and Cody Miller (2016
Olympic Bronze Medalist).
Video: $10.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/online_education/video_courses/asca-2017world-clinic-video-breaststroke-training-ray-looze/
Audio: $3.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/audio/2017-world-clinic-audio-talk-breaststroketechnique-ray-looze/

Jack Bauerle “Training for the 400 IM”
Jack Bauerle, 2010 ASCA Hall of Fame Inductee, has served on the Olympic
coaching staff for numerous years. Bauerle coached Chase Kalisz, 2016 Olympic
Silver Medalist in the 400 IM, to the NCAA title in the 400 individual medley at the
same time that Kalisz lowered his own American record. Jack Bauerle’s talk,
“Training for the 400 IM”, presented at the 2017 ASCA World Clinic, is a critical
piece which should not be missed. In his talk Bauerle highlights points of emphasis
when working with IM swimmers and gives his unique training tips and techniques
on how to train the 400 IM successfully.
Audio: $3.00
https://swimmingcoach.org/shop/audio/2017-world-clinic-audio-talk-training-forthe-400-im-jack-bauerle/
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Sport Politics: Turkeys May Not Vote for Christmas…
by Craig Lord
Editorial
Today is the day that FINA nations decided who their president will be, the day a handful of bosses –
not the nations got to tell the rest of world swimming who the heir apparent to that top seat will be.
t is the day – hold the front pages (not) – when 176 nations (with a couple of votes apiece – not all
used them – Fiji as important as the USA) voted 258 votes to 77 in favor of the status quo: Julio
Maglione, the 81-year-old Uruguayan surfing on a sea of broken promises and woeful decisions in the
past several years, is back for another term. Paolo Barelli, of Italy, will not get to impose his mission of
transparency and placing two athletes and a coach on the FINA Bureau (for who could possibly want
that).
Maglione is puppet president. His age matters less than the fact that he’s proved himself unfit for office
on many levels, including stating openly today that “The Bureau” decided to honor Vladimir Putin in
2014 even when seven Bureau members, including two members of the executive, tell us that they
were never asked and played no part in the decision. Either he or all of them is lying. They say it’s him;
Maglione simply got hot under the collar when Swim Vortex put the question.
The bad news did not stop at Maglione. In their wisdom, FINA folk also voted for:
Husain Al Musallam to be Maglione’s heir apparent as first vice-president, backed by Sam
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Ramsamy, of Africa as ‘second vice-president’ among five with VP next to their names – adding
up to world swimming being led by the Middle East, Africa (two regions at the lowest order of
success in world swimming with almost no world-class programs to their names, South Africa
the best of it but a long way from excellence) and, er, Uruguay.
Vladimir Salnikov, of Russia, to be returned to the Bureau despite clear evidence that he helped
break the WADA Code in 2009 when two young Russians tested positive for doping but their
cases were never reported.
And Al Musallam controls Asia, too, his choices, Zhou Jihong of China, and Taha Al-Kishry of
that great swimming nation Oman. Out voted was Iran’s Mohsen Rezvani, who said the Kuwaiti
had falsely accused in the wake of revelations of a tape recording in which Al Musallam
discussed commissions with a potential marketing agent for the Olympic Council of Asia of
which he is the director.
It has been an election like no other in FINA history. There have been two candidates fighting for the
presidency before so Julio Maglione Vs Paolo Barelli is nothing new but the events surrounding this
contest and the failure of FINA leaders to see that – regardless of the outcome of the votes today,
regardless of faith in the turkeys who will not vote for the long overdue gift of Christmas that
independent review and reform would bring to aquatic sports – winter is coming.
Yes, there is the issue of Husain Al Musallam. He’s cited as a co-conspirator in the Richard Lai bribery
case brought by the U.S. Justice Department. Lai pleaded guilty and spilt what he says are the true
beans of payments of almost $1m sent to him between 2009 and 2014; Al Musallam and his boss at the
Olympic Council of Asia and the Asian Swimming Federation, Sheikh Ahmad Al Fahad Al Sabah, are
cited as co-conspirators together – and deny any wrongdoing; the sheikh (who showed up to celebrate
with Maglione and Thomas Bach, IOC president, no less, this evening in Budapest) stepped down
from his FIFA roles pending inquiries; those are underway, both in-house at the level of ethics panels of
the IOC and FIFA and in the wider world of criminal investigators working across at least three
continents; and then there are the reports, already known about, that the Kuwaitis paid a former
leading official of FIFA (someone other than Richard Lai) at a rate of $50,000 a year for work he was
subsequently asked about and confirmed that his work was legitimate and related to sport; just why the
money came through a company into trading in furniture remains a matter for the Kuwaitis, while the
issue of FIFA having stipulated that all who wished to work with the official who had been dismissed
should seek approval before doing so is one left up in the air.
It is the day FINA has brought its demise closer to reality. It is a day when FINA apologized for the
inappropriate choice of “Photo of the Day” in its in house newspaper of the 17th World Championships
here in Budapest: the image shown in our main picture summed up the lack of respect the international
federation shows for athletes, three backsides in the air. Arab VIPs control the show but appear
incapable of stretching their reach to decent treatment of athletes nor to getting more women into
governance, let alone having women from Middle East countries take a full part in aquatic sports.
One area where the show is nearly all about women has long been called synchronized swimming. No
more. Now, it to be known as artistic swimming after blazers changed the name officially today (send in
the FINA clowns) and a realm awash with underage girls – is the butt of the international federation’s
latest sick joke when it comes to showing a lack of respect for athletes. A caption tells us all that the
snapper is capable of finding beauty in all things: the ugly side of leaving professional jobs to rank
amateurs.
It would have been better for FINA to have stuck a snap of President Julio Maglione’s bald head
sticking out as he sank without trace. He won’t be sinking: he’s staying put, propped up by the
delegates of world swimming, including USA Swimming’s man and others, who believe it does not
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matter that the Uruguayan came to power in 2009 on a ticket of transparency, age limits for those
wishing to serve and a max. Two-terms only for all future presidents – and then changed his mind to
suit himself. Maglione talked about doing that only because those around him wanted it. Puppets are
indeed trained to think in that way.
Transparency? You must be joking. This website alone can list more than 150 very legitimate questions
sent to FINA that have been completely ignored. And then there is trust eroded like a sandstone in an
eternal storm on the kind of Pacific beach front Duke Kahanamoku cut a dash as the father of surfing a
century ago. When it suited Maglione, he thought age limits a touch passé, while a third term in the top
seat until the age of 85 was just the ticket for him. Animal Farm.
Whether Al Musallam is innocent or otherwise – and presumption of innocence is a given but not
something that should prevent transparency of inquiry and investigation – he should, in the opinion of
many key stakeholders in swimming, have stepped aside pending inquiries, a touch of self-suspension
the best way to proceed when there is a need to go off and clear one’s name in the face of very serious
allegations cited by the U.S. Justice Department. To step aside would have been to do the right thing by
himself and – more importantly – by FINA and the sport of swimming. The sheikh and his man had no
intention of stepping down from Olympic realms in the way the sheikh felt he had to in FIFA’s fiefdom.
Swimming remains a sport governed by people who place elite, world-class performance sport, the
athletes and coaches very much second – or tenth – in line when it comes to priorities.
The votes are in and the house of cards gets ever closer to the day when it will implode.
Why? Well, on the one hand there are the Al Musallams and supporters of the world from nations who
don’t have world-class performance programs in place back home and will never have 15 and more
women in the pool and open water on a national team for swimming, water polo, synchro (sorry
Picasso’s plunge) nor diving. Some of the nation’s voting here today at the Intercontinental Hotel in
Budapest have more delegates in town than they have ever had world class swimmers (and probably
ever will have world-class swimmers throughout the whole of time relative to the folk actually winning
the big medals, let along the teams that win the most of all of that).
Down the compartments of the gravy train is the one in which that ‘world at large’ votes for the two
candidates from continents wanting to sit on the ruling FINA Bureau. Barelli’s choice of Fernando
Carpenas (ESP) and Christa Thiel (GER) fell out of contention, the support being for Erik van
Heijningen (NED) and Vladimir Salnikov, the president of Russian swimming who in 2009 failed to
report two EPO positive doping tests to WADA and to this day has not been called to account for that by
FINA despite a 2016 statement from the international federation to say that it would indeed make
inquiries.
Take pity on Salnikov: to some extent. He lives in a nation in which it is possible for a local police chief
to walk into a room and say ‘this goes no further’ when two young athletes test positive for doping and
name the doctor (an associate of that police chief). It went no further.
The trouble with that scenario is multi-layered. It starts with this: Salnikov is a member of the FINA
Bureau, a member of, nay a leader, of the world swimming community that is signed up to the WADA
Code. He is a former Olympic champion. All of that is an obligation and responsibility beyond his
nationality and where he fits into a corrupt system back home that allowed the Russian doping system
to flourish, as the reports of the WADA commission, beyond the media reports that sparked them,
showed.
This is what it should have been possible for Salnikov to do – and what he should have done: call
WADA, report the two positives, and get the kids to their hearing in the company of people capable of
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offering them the protection of international anti-doping authorities and international sports law required
before they named that doctor again. That doctor should, in 2009, have been banned from all dealings
with young athletes. We assume that doctor continued to work with young athletes, protected by the
local policeman.
Salnikov, like the Stepanovs and Grigory Rodchenko at the heart of WADA whistleblowers, would have
been considered in the same way Vladimir Putin has spoken of such people in recent times: as, in so
many words, enemies of the state.
Putin, whose view on whistleblowers runs completely contrary to those of international anti-doping
authorities and, indeed, many a good governance charter and witness protection program, was granted
FINA’s highest honor in 2014. In 2016 Maglione spoke out against whistleblowers and WADA and the
quest to make Russia account for its role as scourge of international sport because of clear evidence of
a systematic form of cheating.
The emphasis has been on track and field. Important to note, then, that Russian aquatics has produced
the highest number of doping cases among all nations, with a woeful number of those cases belonging
to teenagers.
None of the above mattered enough to those who voted for Maglione today – just as Maglione did not
care enough to be a good guardian of his beat for many a long year.
The issues stretch from doping and abuse through to an apparent lack of understanding about the
basics of performance sport. Take this morning here in Budapest. The schedule for training on the eve
of the first of eight days of racing in the pool said “open 6.30 to 12.30” but when the following coaches
and their charges turned up they were told ‘you have to leave the venue, we’re closed for a sponsor
event’.
I will let you tally up the athletic force of charges who had arrived to limber up on last day before go with
coaches Jon Rudd, Mike Bottom, Fred Vergnoux, James Gibson, Andrea Di Nino, Romain Barnier,
David Marsh, Dave Salo and Fabrice Pellerin.
Why were they told to sod off? Because five journalists had entered the ‘Omega media race’ before
touring the timing suite. Extraordinary arrogance, lack of respect and more from those who thought that
timing was appropriate. Those responsible: they were off playing politics and looking after themselves
and their own interests as teams scrambled to alter last-minute plans at the eleventh hour.
One of those coaches on the list about told SwimVortex at the pool:

“We got the start lists yesterday and then work out which swimmers will need to come in
at which time to be in line with the timings they will swim on day 1 and through the week.
These things are a crucual part of performance sport at the tail end of a vast process of
getting things right day after day, month in and out, year in and out. Did FINA just not
realise?”

Another coach said:

“A ‘last-minute change, just as we had a full pool, totally busy with swimmers and we
are told to leave. I can’t believe it, it’s so crazy. How can swimmers and coaches be of
‘no impostance’ when they are actually the ONLY reason all those people (FINA) are
even here!”
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Quite a lesson FINA is about to learn in a way it never learned before. Athletes want a voice – and no
tokenism air that any more. Coaches do, too. Many want independent review and reform. FINA bosses
voted not to grant that today. There will be a price to pay.
Winter is coming.

How FINA told its own tale
With the presence of delegates from 176 National Federations, the FINA General Congress took place
today in Budapest (HUN). The national bodies’ representatives voted the new FINA Bureau for the
period 2017-2021, as follows:
President
Dr Julio C. Maglione (URU)
Honorary Treasurer
Pipat Paniangvait (THA)
First Vice-President
Husain Al Musallam (KUW)
Second Vice-President
Sam Ramsamy (RSA)
Vice-Presidents
Dale Neuburger (USA)
Paolo Barelli (ITA)
Dennis Miller (FIJ)
Members
Dr Mohamed Diop (SEN)
Mario Fernandes (ANG)
Dr Donald Rukare (UGA)
Dr Margo Mountjoy (CAN) – WOMAN
Algernon Cargill (BAH)
Daichi Suzuki (JPN)
Andrey Kryukov (KAZ)
David Sparkes (GBR)
Dimitris Diathesopoulos (GRE)
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Tamas Gyarfas (HUN)
Zouheir El Moufti (MAR)
Matthew Dunn (AUS)
Errol Clarke (BAR)
Juan Carlos Orihuela Garcete (PAR)
Jihong Zhou (CHN) – WOMAN
Taha Al-Kishry (OMA)
Vladimir Salnikov (RUS)
Erik van Heijningen (NED)
Moreover, the FINA General Congress approved the following main changes in the FINA rules:

Constitution
Change of the name of “synchronised swimming” to “artistic swimming”;
Creation of a FINA Second Vice-President and definition of respective duties;
Transfer of former Honorary Secretary’s duties to the Executive Director;
Change of the timing for the General Congress, now to be organised every two years (instead of
four) on the occasion of the FINA World Championships. However, election Congress continues
to take place every four years;
Election of Ethics Panel and Audit Committee (a new body) by the General Congress;
The FINA Bureau will consist of 25 voting members (instead of 23);
Enlargement in the number of Bureau members elected at large from Africa (7 to 8) and from
Asia (1 to 2);
New composition and duties of the FINA Executive, composed by the President, First Vice
President, Second Vice-President, Honorary Treasurer, three Vice-Presidents and one member
to be nominated by the President to ensure continental representation;
Bureau members can be elected for a maximum of three full terms. This rule also applies to the
President, irrespective of terms served before as member;
Redefinition of the Bureau duties;
New composition of the FINA Coaches Committee, consisting of up to 24 members, which will
form six sub-committees for each of the aquatic disciplines;
Update on the Finance Committee and Ethics Panel duties;
Creation of a Chief Internal Audit Officer.

General Rules
Update on the sport nationality rules;
Besides tobacco and alcohol, advertising for sports-related betting is now also prohibited;
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Redefinition of the FINA events’ program at the Olympic Games.
Updates on technical aspects of the Facilities Rules were also approved and relate with swimming,
diving, water polo pools, and sound equipment standards.
NB: a quick note on those improvements to Facilities Rules: they count for nothing, according to FINA
itself. When a pool in New Zealand at which kids had broken teeth and bones by diving into a pool
shallower than the minimum depth listed in FINA Facilities Rules hosted the nationals championships a
couple of years back, Lauren Boyle popped by and set a world record – short-course – over 1500m
freestyle. Good for her: a hard-working talent. However, the record should not have stood.
Why? Because the WR application form insists that the referee confirms that ALL FINA RULES had
been complied with. They had not.
In response to questions from this author, word can back from FINA that Facilities Rules are irrelevant
when world record are set.
The sheer stupidity of that statement sums up the staggering journey ahead for Maglione and Co: any
organization that sets good rules and then picks and chooses which rules suit and when is a failing
organization. Facilities rules MUST, of course, be complied with. They were designed by experts in
order to avoid kids smashing teeth and bone; designed to protect Boyle and Co from harm (just not
when world records are being set, says FINA’s leadership). One example of many that demonstrate
why Maglione and Co and unfit for the office of serving world-class athletes. Winter is coming.
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Six Easy Ways to Get the Respect You Want
By Lolly Daskal
Respect and leadership go hand in hand. It’s a fundamental principle: To led others, you first have to earn their
respect. But it goes much deeper. Great leadership creates a climate of respect, an environment that sets high
standards and supports everyone in doing their best.
Unfortunately, there are no short cuts to respect. It has to be earned and maintained and nurtured. But there are
things you can do to make sure you’re on track during the process. Here are some of the most important:

1.Set an example. Respect is circular. To earn it, you have to give it. The respect you show to others not
only models how you’d like them to treat you and each other but also reflects your own self-respect. The
principle of respect should guide your actions every day.
2. Leave your ego behind. Ego is a social mask we wear when we have to play a role. It thrives on approval,
control and power because it’s grounded in fear. Let go of worrying about how you’re perceived and whether
you’re getting the credit you deserve. Focus on your mission and your team.
3. Have consistency of character. When you’re consistent–when people know what to expect from you–they
will be equally consistent in their respect for you and your leadership. Stay accountable and responsible and
keep your words and actions aligned. Consistency is a commitment, but it’s a lot easier and more effective than
faking it.
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4. Simplify the complicated. When you make things more complicated than they have to be, you sacrifice
transparency and lose respect. When an issue is genuinely complex, pare it back to be as simple much as possible
or break it up into smaller pieces. And when something is already simple, don’t allow it to unnecessarily grow into
something more complex. Simplicity makes it much easier to be transparent, and transparency engenders trust and
respect.
5. Be trustworthy. Trustworthiness has two components–doing the right things and doing things right. It’s the
foundation of respect, central to any effective leader. Tell the truth, be open and thoughtful, and have the courage to
do the right thing even when it’s not easy.
6. Build respect into your communication. When you speak, the tone you use and the way you express yourself
are almost as important as the words you say. Every element of your communication matters, whether it’s spoken
or written, public or private. Be especially mindful of your tone–is it positive and respectful? Communicate with the
utmost respect and you’ll find others doing the same for you.
Remember, gaining respect isn’t something you can check off a list. It’s something you have to practice daily. But
working to keep yourself in line with giving and gaining respect is one of the most important things you can do in
leadership.
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Want to Train Yourself to Succeed?
Bill Murphy Jr., Inc.com

A National Science Foundation-funded review of 61 success studies found
these
three things cited over and over again.
Henry Ford once famously said: “Whether you think that you can, or that you can’t, you are usually right.”
It’s a pithy quote (Ford was a quote machine), but now, just over 70 years after his death, a new research
project funded by the National Science Foundation points to a wealth of evidence that backs him up.
The research focused on college students, specifically studying factors that made them more likely to good
grades, stay in school, and graduate. There were three findings that together make up what I’m going to go
ahead and call the Henry Ford rule: Learning to believe in yourself and your abilities, empirical research
suggests, makes you more likely to succeed in and of itself.
Here’s the research project, the takeaways, and how you can use them to improve your life–whether you’re
still a student or have long since left the classroom.
Not just a study: a study of studies.
The NSF-funded project involved 12 psychologists and other PhDs from universities and think tanks around
the country, who reviewed reports on a total of 61 other experimental studies on college students and success.
Across the board, the report found, there were three main factors that foretold greater achievement across
disciplines and regardless of factors like the students’ test scores or socioeconomic status. The factors
included:
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1. Developing a sense of belonging.
This first factor has to do with the degree to which students believe they “belong in college, fit in well, and are
socially integrated,” according to a summary that quoted one of the study’s co-authors, Fred Oswald, a professor of
psychology at Rice University. Of the 61 studies involved, more than 50 found that simply feeling like they belonged
in school had a positive impact on students’ grades.
2. Enabling a “growth mindset.”
Regular readers of this column will know that we’re all about the growth mindset. Embracing the belief that
intelligence is not a fixed attribute–that it can be strengthened through use, like a muscle–had a firm impact on
students’ success. Of the 61 studies, 75 percent found that embracing a growth mindset improved students’ GPAs.
3. Having articulable personal goals and values.
Finally, 83 percent of the studies–by my math, that makes either 50 or 51–found that students who embraced
“personal goals and values that (they) perceived to be directly linked to the achievement of a future, desired end”
were more likely to succeed. Again, this was measured mostly by comparing the students’ GPAs.
Improving each factor, when they seem like common sense.
These three factors do sound like common sense when laid out like this–but that doesn’t make them any less valid.
And, just because they make sense to us doesn’t necessarily mean that we’re good at developing them.
So how can you make that happen? The key is to truly come to believe these three factors–and it turns out one way
to do that may be writing them down.
According to Oswald, the studies in the NSF project often included practical exercises that students could use to
improve their sense of belonging, their embrace of a growth mindset, and their adherence to core values. One
“remarkable finding,” according to the study, was the degree to which “brief writing exercises improved these intraand interpersonal competencies.”
For example, students who were required to “write about the relevance of course topics to their own life or to the life
of a family member or close friend” saw positive development. Another remedy involved what sounds like a bit of
benevolent manipulation–making students feel more at home on campus by having them write stories and
reflections that “framed social adversity as common and transient.”
Simply put, having them write in a way that emphasizes that everyone feels out of place sometimes, and that most of
us manage to get over it, will improve the situation. And this suggests that making a conscious effort to examine
these beliefs, perhaps by journaling or other written exercises, might help internalize them.
As the writer Flannery O’Connor once said, “I write because I don’t know what I think until I read what I say.”
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Obituary – Marge Counsilman
Marjorie S. Counsilman, 93
JULY 25, 1924—AUG. 17, 2017
BLOOMINGTON — Marjorie S. Counsilman, age 93, of Bloomington, passed away Thursday,
August 17, 2017, at the Hearthstone Health Campus.
Born in Newark, Ohio, on July 25, 1924, to John and Mary Scrafford, Marge was the oldest of
three daughters. She is survived by her daughters Cathy Counsilman (Steve Bonner) and Jill
Morris (Mike), both of Bloomington; grandchildren Dan DeSalle (Mallori), Chris DeSalle (Kristin),
Leslie Blankenship (Kyle), Helen Morris and Jim Morris; and six great-grandchildren.
Preceding her in death were her sons Jim and Brian, and her husband, James “Doc”
Counsilman (former IU Swimming Coach).
Marge graduated with honors from Cuyahoga Falls (Ohio) High School, initially attended Ohio
State University, and later worked toward completing her degree in English at IU. She met her
future husband, Jim, a swim star at Ohio State and lifeguard at her hometown pool, when he
kicked her out of the pool for eating a candy bar. Afterwards, their relationship quickly evolved
into a life-long romance. They married in 1943 and were together until Doc’s death in 2004.
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Marge was not only a housewife and devoted mother of four, but in all ways a
partner in her husband’s distinguished career. She helped Doc write and edit his
articles and books, managed the family business that included the production,
merchandising and distribution of Doc’s numerous swim innovations, ran Doc’s
summer camps, and, perhaps most importantly, became a substitute “Mom” to
Doc’s collegiate swimmers.
After putting her own children to bed, it wasn’t unusual for Marge to spend the rest
of the evening typing a paper for one of the swimmers or helping another with an
assignment.
Her lasagna parties for the team became legendary. In 2004, to honor this beloved
woman for all her contributions to the sport, The International Swimming Hall of
Fame named Marge “The Grande Dame of Swimming.”
Locally, Marge was a member and past president of The Bloomington Garden Club
and Psi Iota Xi sorority. When her children were swimming for BSC, she ran dozens
of swim meets at Bryan Park Pool. More recently, she owned and helped to
operate The Loaf and Ladle Restaurant. While still able, she was a gardener, a voracious reader, a gifted writer and
a world traveler. The first to admit that swimming was not one of her strong suits, Marge continued her daily swims
until the age of 86. When asked about her diligence, she explained, “It’s what my husband would have wanted.”
A caring, intelligent and fun-loving woman, Marge will not only be missed by her immediate family, but by the many
swimmers who still regard her as “Mom.”
No visitation or services are planned. Those wishing to honor Marge’s life may contribute to The Counsilman Center
for the Science of Swimming, c/o The IU Foundation.
Allen Funeral Home and Crematory, 4155 South Old State Road 37 in Bloomington, is handling the arrangements,
and online condolences, photos and memories may be shared with family and friends at www.allencares.com.
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